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Awaiting a late-cycle rally
The reflationary outlook has not
been dampened by the turn lower in
several economic lead indicators as
they continue to signal strong growth.
US 10-year Treasury yields may move
modestly higher as inflation
expectations normalise, though a
sustained move above 3.25% is
unlikely.

Our preference for global
equities remains in place as we
believe a late-cycle rally may still
be ahead of us. We raise our view
on US equities to preferred
following a pullback in valuations
and robust earnings growth. Asia
ex-Japan equities also remain
preferred.

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group

Higher bond yields continue to offer
an attractive entry point to Emerging
Market (EM) government bonds, both
USD and local currency, as well as
multi-asset income strategies, in our
view. We retain our conviction in USD
weakness, with the EUR and CNY
likely to be key beneficiaries. However,
positioning and technical indicators
remain short-term headwinds to
this view.
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Investment strategy

Awaiting a late-cycle rally
IMPLICATIONS
FOR INVESTORS

01

Global equities our
preferred asset
class

02

Relative
preference for Asia
ex-Japan and US
equities, EM USD
government bonds
and EM local
currency bonds

03

Balanced
strategies offer
attractive
risk/reward, but
multi-asset income
remains well
supported

•

The reflationary outlook has not been dampened by the turn lower in several
economic lead indicators as they continue to signal strong growth. US 10-year
Treasury yields may move modestly higher as inflation expectations normalise,
though a sustained move above 3.25% is unlikely.

•

Our preference for global equities remains in place as we believe a late-cycle rally
may still be ahead of us. We raise our view on US equities to preferred following a
pullback in valuations and robust earnings growth. Asia ex-Japan equities also
remain preferred.

•

Higher bond yields continue to offer an attractive entry point to Emerging Market
(EM) government bonds, both USD and local currency, as well as multi-asset
income strategies, in our view. We retain our conviction in USD weakness, with the
EUR and CNY likely to be key beneficiaries. However, positioning and technical
indicators remain short-term headwinds to this view.

Global equities and corporate bonds were largely range-bound in the past month as
moderate valuations and strong earnings were likely offset by ongoing worries about
global trade, a potential spillover from the Syria conflict and a renewed rise in bond
yields. The USD rose about 1% against the EUR and over 2.5% against the JPY in the
past month.
Key economic lead indicators have softened over the past month across most major
regions (see chart), with trade tensions being one possible source of the dip. We note
PMIs remain well above the 50 mark, which separates expansion from contraction,
signalling a still-robust growth environment. However, we would watch future releases
closely. Much has also been made of the continued flattening of the yield curve (ie, a
narrowing gap between 10-year and 2-year bond yields). However, we note this signals
a recession only when the gap turns negative, which has not happened so far.
Rising inflation expectations, meanwhile, are likely a major driver behind the renewed
rise in US bond yields. As we have stated earlier when yields were at similar levels, we
would not worry excessively. A return of 2% inflation would likely be consistent with
Figure 1: Lead indicators have fallen recently

Figure 2: Inflation expectations behind yield rise
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10-year yields just above 3%; we believe yields are likely to
be capped below 3.25% short of an inflation overshoot, and
strong earnings growth suggests any spillover into equities is
likely to be very limited.

Equities: upgrade US
We maintain our preference for global equities, reminding
readers that some of the strongest equity market returns
tend to occur late in the cycle (averaging about 20% in the
12 months leading to the pre-recession equity market peak).
This also explains our preference largely for cyclical sectors
in most regions, and our preference for multi-asset balanced
strategies from a total return perspective.
Our preference for Asia ex-Japan equities, and our
preference for China within the region, remains in place, with
the continued presence of value relative to Developed
Markets (DMs) still offering room for further outperformance.
However, we close our preference for South Korea equities
in the region given the market remains among the more
vulnerable to a renewed rise in trade tensions.
We raise our preference for US equities. The equity pullback
earlier this year has created a more attractive point to raise
exposure, in our view, as valuations have now moderated to
a more reasonable level than before. Meanwhile, the
ongoing Q1 earnings season continues to illustrate strong
earnings growth, while also offering significant upside
surprise relative to market expectations (see chart).
Figure 3: US earnings continue to surprise positively

Corporate and EM bond valuations (as measured by credit
spreads) have also eased year-to-date (YTD) alongside
moderating equity valuations. History suggests a further
easing of valuations (credit spread widening) is unlikely –
usually valuations tend to hold around elevated levels late in
the business cycle.
We still believe corporate bonds form a solid core holding,
particularly in Asia ex-Japan, where they remain less volatile
than in other regions. However, we continue to prefer an
aggregated exposure via multi-asset income strategies.
Having said that, we still see more attractive relative value in
EM USD government bonds than in corporate bonds.
Relative to their own history, valuations in the former still
appear less elevated than in corporate bonds, where
valuations remain close to current-cycle highs. EM local
currency bonds also offer the advantage of diversification
into bond markets that are less correlated with rising US
Treasury yields.

Risk of near-term USD gains
Our view of medium-term USD weakness remains in place,
given the significantly greater room for interest rate hikes to
be priced in outside the US.
Having said that, we do see a near-term risk of USD
strength. This stems partly from technical indicators following
the USD index’s break above its recent range, and partly
from speculative positioning, which continues to be very
short.
We turn bullish on the CNY, noting that this is consistent with
our long-term bearish view on the USD, given CNY’s tight
correlation with the USD index. Worries of policy-driven CNY
weakness are also likely overblown, in our opinion. We close
our bullish view on the SGD as further gains are less likely
for now given policymakers tightened policy, as expected.
We also close our bullish view on the MYR amid increased
uncertainty ahead of upcoming elections.
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Figure 4: Our Tactical Asset Allocation views (12m) USD
Asset class

Sub-asset class

Relative outlook Rationale

Multi-asset income



Low policy rates and yields remain a support; attractive entry point

Multi-asset
balanced



Growth tilt to help in a late cycle rally; equity volatility a risk

Asia ex-Japan



Double-digit earnings growth; fair valuations; trade tensions a long-term risk

US



Strong earnings growth; more reasonable valuations; bond yields a risk

Other EM



Commodities, EM flows offer support; valuations elevated; politics a risk

Euro area



Muted earnings growth; valuations fair; EUR strength a risk

Japan



Strong domestic growth; valuations attractive; JPY key to earnings

UK



Earnings under pressure; valuations fair; GBP rebound a risk

EM government
(local currency)



Attractive yield; FX offers entry opportunity; USD rebound, inflation risks

EM government
(USD)



Attractive yield; fair valuations; high-rate sensitivity; USD rebound a risk

Asian USD bonds



Moderate yield; fair valuations; less favourable demand/supply balance

Bonds

DM IG corporate



Moderate yield; elevated valuations; defensive characteristics



DM HY corporate



Attractive yield; credit quality mixed; expensive valuations

DM government



Still low yield; policy, higher inflation risks

EUR



Room exists for policy rate expectations to re-price higher, ECB constructive

EM currencies



Medium-term EM fundamentals supportive; USD weakness key

GBP



Short-term Brexit uncertainty reduced, longer-term challenges remain

AUD



Downside risks better priced amid decline; however, no catalyst for big gains

JPY



Supported by risk-off sentiment short term; BoJ policy to ultimately limit gains

USD



Medium-term downtrend to persist; technicals/positioning a short-term risk

Multi-asset
Strategies

Equities



Currencies

Source: Standard Chartered Global Investment Committee
Legend:

 Overweight

Neutral
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Figure 5: Performance of key themes since Outlook 2018
Asset class

Equities

Bonds

Multi-asset and
alternative
strategies

Currencies

Date Open

Date Closed

Absolute

Relative

Asia ex-Japan equities to outperform global equities

7-Dec-17

‒



China equities to outperform Asia ex-Japan equities

7-Dec-17

‒



US equities to outperform global equities

26-Apr-18

‒

‒

Emerging Market (EM) USD government bonds to outperform
global bonds

7-Dec-17

‒



Emerging Market (EM) LCY government bonds to outperform
global bonds

25-Jan-18

‒



Multi-asset balanced[2] strategies to outperform multi-asset
income[1] strategies

7-Dec-17

‒



Equity Hedge strategies to outperform other alternative
strategies[3]

7-Dec-17

‒



US Dollar to weaken modestly

7-Dec-17



‒

EM currencies to gain against the USD

7-Dec-17



‒

EUR to strengthen against the USD

7-Dec-17



‒

CNY to strengthen against the USD

26-Apr-18

‒

‒

Closed calls
Asia USD corporate bonds to outperform global bonds

7-Dec-17

25-Jan-18

‒



KRW to strengthen against the USD

7-Dec-17

23-Feb-18



‒

JPY to weaken against the USD

7-Dec-17

23-Feb-18



‒

Euro area equities to outperform global equities

7-Dec-17

2-Mar-18

‒



South Korea equities to outperform Asia ex-Japan equities

7-Dec-17

26-Apr-18

‒


‒
‒

SGD to strengthen against the USD

22-Feb-18

26-Apr-18



MYR to strengthen against the USD

28-Mar-18

26-Apr-18




Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered
Performance measured from 8 December 2017 (release date of our 2018 Outlook) to 26 April 2018 or when the view was closed
[1]
Multi-asset income allocation is as described in ‘Outlook 2018: Turning up the heat’, Figure 10, page 43
[2]
Multi-asset balanced allocation is as described in ‘Outlook 2018: Turning up the heat’, Figure 8, page 39
[3]
Alternative strategies allocation is described in ‘Outlook 2018: Turning up the heat’, Figure 1, page 89
- Correct call;  - Missed call; NA - Not Applicable
Past performance is not an indication of future performance. There is no assurance, representation or prediction given as to any results or returns that would
actually be achieved in a transaction based on any historical data.
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Perspectives
on key client questions

What is the obsession with the US yield curve and should I be
worried?
The greatest fear for an equity investor is a recession as this generally leads to a
collapse in corporate profitability and, therefore, sharp equity declines – the average
peak-to-trough US equity market decline around recessions since 1980 is 33%.
Historically, when the yield curve becomes inverted – long-term yields fall below shortterm yields – it has often signalled a forthcoming recession. When the curve is inverted,
bond investors believe short-term interest rates will slow the economy and, thus, be
reduced in the future. In theory, these interest rate cuts could stabilise the economy and
avoid a recession. In practice, such examples have been rare.
Why are people talking about this? The yield curve has flattened significantly in recent
months as short-term interest rates have risen more than long-term yields. This has led
to concerns that the yield curve could invert in the coming months.
In response to this, we would make the following points:
1) It is normal for the yield curve to flatten during rate hiking cycles
2) The lead-lag relationship between yield curve inversion and recession is variable

(range of 10-23 months, median of 17 months), with some false signals (1982/1998)
3) Equity markets normally peak around 6-9 months before a recession
4) Equity markets usually continue to perform well when bond yields are rising, and

short-term yields are rising faster than long-term yields. This is consistent with the
view that equities normally perform well in the late stage of the economic cycle
In conclusion, we believe it is too early to worry about the flattening of the yield curve.
Figure 6: Yield curve inversions are often a precursor to a recession
Difference between the 10-year and 2-year US Treasury bond yield and US recessions
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But aren’t there a lot of risks out there?
There are a lot of things that investors are worried about.
These include peaking growth expectations, tightening
monetary policy, rising trade tensions and geopolitics.
However, these have opposing arguments leading to a
healthy diversity in investor positioning, which suggests we
should not be too worried; growth is peaking but is expected
to hold up, monetary policy settings are still quite loose, trade
tensions are unlikely to escalate dramatically and geopolitical
risks in North Korea and Syria appear to have peaked.

Meanwhile, with valuations having fallen sharply this year, on
the back of price declines and a sharp increase in earnings
expectations, one could argue that a lot of this ‘bad’ news
may already be priced in. This does not preclude the risk of
short-term volatility, especially against the backdrop of
forthcoming US-China trade negotiations and the US’s
decision on whether or not to withdraw from the Iran nuclear
deal. However, we believe that the 6-12 month outlook for
global equities remains positive, and we may see markets
‘climb the wall of worry’ in the coming months.

Do rising 10-year bond yields worry you?
Figure 7: Equity valuations have fallen sharply this year

Gradually rising bond yields are consistent with our view that
we are in the late stage of the economic cycle. For now, it is
important to note that US 10-year Treasury yields are yet to
decisively break through key resistances in the 3.00-3.05%
region. Moreover, the market remains positioned for a move
higher, which may actually limit the pace of a rise in yields.
We expect yields to be in the 2.75-3.25% range in the
coming 6-12 months.
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Against this backdrop, we continue to advocate a more progrowth tilt to investing. However, for income-focused
investors the recent rise in yields may provide an opportunity
to add bond and/or multi-asset income investments.
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Asia ex-Japan equities continue to
outperform global equities. Is this still your
preferred market?

What is the outlook for the US technology
sector following recent setbacks?

Asia ex-Japan remains our preferred region. However, we
have also raised US equities to preferred status.
Corporate earnings expectations remain robust in both the
regions.
Meanwhile, we see USD weakness as positive for both,
albeit for different reasons. For the US, a weaker USD
increases competitiveness, but more importantly increases
the USD value of foreign earnings. For Asia, USD weakness
cuts imported inflationary pressures, allowing central banks
to pursue policies that support domestic growth, reduces
USD borrowing costs and encourages portfolio flows into the
region.

That said, it is important to note that the US technology
sector has outperformed in each of the past four years and
this trend has continued into the beginning of this year.
Therefore, while we continue to expect the tech sector to
outperform, for those who have a large weighting to this
sector, it may make sense to broaden investments into other
pro-cyclical sectors such as energy, materials, industrials
and financials.
Figure 9: Consider broadening tech exposure to other pro-cyclical
sectors
MSCI US and MSCI US Information Technology, total returns
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Although the USD has stabilised in the past two months, we
believe it is likely to weaken further in the coming 6-12
months as the focus shifts towards the potential tightening in
Euro area monetary policy settings. This is likely to be a
tailwind for US and Asia ex-Japan markets.

Although the technology sector has been hit by fears of
increased regulation, it is important to put this into context.
Consensus earnings growth forecast for the sector for 2018
has risen to over 18% from 13% in early January.
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Figure 8: Asia ex-Japan outperformance expected to resume
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Macro overview

Robust growth, but upgrades stall
IMPLICATIONS
FOR INVESTORS

01

02

03

The Fed likely to
raise rates two or
three more times in
2018

The ECB likely to
keep withdrawing
policy stimulus,
while the BoJ stays
accommodative

China likely to
continue reforms,
while stimulating
domestic demand

•

Core scenario: The economic outlook remains reflationary, although there are
signs growth momentum may have peaked in the Euro area and Japan. US inflation
is likely to rise moderately, although price pressures remain subdued elsewhere.

•

Policy outlook: We continue to expect the Fed to hike rates two or three more
times in 2018. The ECB is likely to further withdraw its stimulus, while the BoJ stays
accommodative and the PBoC keeps policy tight as it focuses on deleveraging.

•

Key risks: a) An inflation surge, especially in the US, remains the biggest risk to
‘reflation’; b) trade tensions, geopolitical disputes and tighter liquidity conditions
have become greater sources of downside risks.

Core scenario
The Global Investment Committee assigns a 40% probability to a reflation scenario of
strong growth and moderately higher inflation unfolding in the next 12 months. This is
slightly down from 45% a month ago and reflects expectations that global growth
upgrades have likely peaked, especially in the Euro area and Japan. However, growth
remains above-trend across Developed Markets, particularly in the US, which is likely to
benefit from strong consumer demand and accelerating private investments following
last year’s tax cuts. An inflation surge in the US remains the biggest source of risk (20%
probability) to this constructive scenario, while trade tensions and tighter USD liquidity,
as the Fed raises interest rates, have emerged as other potential sources of risk. Thus,
the probability of a ‘muddle-through’ scenario has rebounded to 30% from 25%.
Figure 10: US growth and inflation outlook has been upgraded after the tax cuts in December
Region

Benchmark Fiscal
rates
deficit Comments
US 2018 growth estimates stabilised at 2.8%,
driven by business investment. Inflation is a key
risk. Fed to raise rates 2-3 times more in 2018
Business confidence softens due to trade worries,
but growth above-potential. Inflation still tepid. The
ECB to keep withdrawing stimulus
Brexit transition agreement eases growth concerns,
but transition details key to outlook. Reduced
expectations of a BoE rate hike in May
Export slowdown clouds outlook, but businesses
continue to invest, given tight spare capacity. The
BoJ to maintain easy policy amid low inflation
China’s economy has a strong start to 2018,
enabling policymakers to pursue reforms. Asia to
raise rates modestly to align with the Fed
Mexico likely to cut rates as inflation peaks. Brazil
and Russia may be close to the end of their ratecutting cycle
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Source: Standard Chartered Global Investment Committee
Legend:

 Supportive of risk assets
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Neutral  Not supportive of risk assets
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Fed rate hikes to continue. Inflation has started to rebound,
partly on base effects, but also due to continued uptrend in
wages. We believe the Fed is likely to raise rates 2-3 more
times this year, despite the ongoing trade uncertainty, as it
seeks to prevent the economy from overheating.

US adjusted retail and food services sales; US CPI, ex-food and energy
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Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

Figure 12: Euro area economic and business confidence has
softened from elevated levels amid trade tensions
ZEW survey of Euro area growth expectations; Euro area composite PMI
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Euro area – trade doubts dampen confidence
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ECB to continue withdrawing stimulus. Euro area inflation
remains subdued, raising doubts among policymakers about
the extent of a slack in the economy. We still expect the ECB
to withdraw stimulus, but rate hikes are unlikely before 2019.

Index

58

May rate hike in doubt. Market-based probability of a BoE
rate hike in May fell below 50% from 90% in end-March as
inflation fell below expectations. However, wage growth has
picked up, offering support to the consumer-driven economy.
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Figure 13: UK’s wage growth exceeded inflation for the first time in a
year, supporting the consumer-driven economy
UK core consumer inflation; average weekly earnings ex-bonus, 3m average
3.5
3.0

UK – focus turns to Brexit details
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Growth stabilises. The 21-month post-Brexit transition pact
has reduced downside risks. However, uncertainty around
the details, including the status of the Irish border and a postBrexit free trade agreement, is likely to cloud the outlook.
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Business confidence dips. Euro area consensus growth
estimates for 2018 have dipped for the first time in a year,
but remains at a healthy 2.3%. Trade tensions have
dampened business confidence in recent months (given
exports remain the main growth driver), although the Euro
area has been exempted from US duties for now. Recordlow borrowing costs continue to support domestic
consumption. There are also signs Germany could relax
fiscal tightening, which could support growth.

% y/y

2.0

1.5

Index

Business investment to drive growth acceleration. US
consensus growth estimates for 2018 have stabilised at
2.8%, after steadily rising since the tax cuts in December.
That would be the fastest pace of growth in three years. We
expect domestic consumption to stay strong as the job
market remains robust. However, private investment is
emerging as the main growth driver as businesses take
advantage of lower taxes and easing business regulations.
Higher business spending has the potential to drive
productivity growth and extend a mature business cycle.

Figure 11: US retail sales have rebounded after three months of
decline, while inflation has risen above 2%
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US – solid growth, rising inflation
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Japan’s exports; Manufacturing PMI
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Trade uncertainty dampens exports. Japan’s export
growth, the main driver of the economy, has slowed since
the start of the year. The latest trade disputes between the
US and China have added to the uncertainty. Still, the latest
quarterly Tankan survey indicates manufacturers remain
constructive on the outlook for business and investment,
given the economy’s tight spare capacity. This is likely to
support growth above potential for the second straight year.

Figure 14: Japan’s export growth has slowed, clouding the outlook
for the manufacturing sector
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Japan – trade, politics cloud outlook
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BoJ to stay accommodative. We expect no change in BoJ
policy as inflation stays below its 2% target and there is
uncertainty surrounding PM Abe’s government.
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China – consumption trumps trade tensions
Figure 15: China’s domestic consumption growth remains stable,
offering support to the economy as investment growth slows
China’s fixed asset investment YTD; Retail sales
25
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% y/y

Strong start to 2018. China’s economy grew 6.8% in Q1,
holding the pace from the previous two quarters, as strong
consumption offset a slowing manufacturing sector with the
government curbing excess capacity. Trade tensions with the
US have raised near-term uncertainty. However, China’s
steps to further open up key sectors, including finance and
autos, have raised the prospect of a negotiated settlement.
Focus on reform. PBoC Governor Yi Gang plans to open up
the financial sector to overseas insurance and securities
companies. We believe the economy’s strong start to 2018
and low inflation enable the PBoC to pursue measures to cut
corporate leverage, while stimulating domestic demand.
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Emerging Markets – still recovering

Divergent policies. Market estimates show Asia ex-Japan
central banks are likely to gradually raise rates over the next
12 months to align with the Fed. However, Mexico is likely to
cut rates as inflation peaks. Brazil and Russia may be close
to the end of their rate-cutting cycle.

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group

Figure 16: Inflation remains subdued across most major Emerging
Markets
Consumer inflation in Brazil, Russia, India and Mexico
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EM acceleration on track. India, Brazil, Russia, Mexico and
South Africa are all expected to see accelerating growth in
2018, according to consensus estimates. The rebound in
commodity prices is likely to benefit four of those five
economies, India being an exception, given its dependence
on imported oil. Trade and domestic politics remain key
sources of risk, although NAFTA renegotiation and a US pact
with China should be positive for the medium-term outlook.
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Bonds

Equities

Commodities

Alternative
Strategies

FX

Multi-asset

Bonds

US yields under focus
IMPLICATIONS
FOR INVESTORS

01

02

03

Prefer EM USD
and local currency
government bonds

Expect 10-year US
Treasuries to trade
in the 2.75%3.25% range

•

We view bonds as a core holding and expect government bond yields to consolidate
around current levels. We expect 10-year US Treasury yields to trade in the 2.75%3.25% range over the next 12 months.

•

Emerging Market (EM) bonds, both USD and local currency denominated, remain
our favoured areas. Potential easing of trade tensions and higher commodity prices
(compared with last year) would be positive.

•

We view Asia USD bonds as a defensive allocation within EM and retain them as a
core holding. We expect Developed Market (DM) Investment Grade (IG) and High
Yield (HY) corporate bonds to outperform government bonds.

Figure 18: Bond sub-asset classes in order of preference
Bond asset
class
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Figure 17: Where markets are today
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*As of 31 March, 2018

Focus on real yields and short-term funding costs
The past month saw a number of developments that pushed bond yields higher.
Investors appear increasingly focussed on the rise in short-term funding costs in the past
few months, which has started to hurt bond demand. An easing of trade tensions and
stronger US data led to lower safe-haven demand and 10-year US Treasury yields rose
by nearly 15bps, briefly breaching 3.0%. Shorter maturity yields rose at a faster pace as
the market implied probability of a Fed rate hike in June rose to exceed 90%.
Interestingly, the recent rise in US Treasury yields has come at a time when the marketimplied inflation expectations have increased only marginally. This means that real
yields (government bond yields net of inflation) have increased to close to post tapertantrum highs. Given the close link between inflation and yields, we believe 10-year US
Treasury yields could consolidate around the current level.

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group
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Emerging Market USD government bonds –
Preferred

Figure 19: Real yields back to top of 5 year range
10y US Treasury yields – 10y US inflation breakeven
100

In line with our preference for EM assets, we continue to like
EM USD government bonds as a preferred area within
bonds. Though the bonds have been hurt by their relatively
higher interest rate sensitivity, we believe that is less of a risk
going forward, given our expectation of a consolidation of US
yields. Valuations remain reasonable and we expect credit
spreads to remain broadly range-bound.
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Emerging Market local currency bonds –
Preferred
EM local currency government bonds underperformed last
month as a number of country-specific factors and weaker
currencies hurt performance. Nevertheless, we retain them
as a preferred area within bonds and elevate them above EM
USD government bonds in the pecking order.

Technically, the asset class has been impacted by higherthan-expected supply and the stalling in investor flows, which
have disturbed the demand-supply equilibrium. However,
there are some green shoots in credit quality (the recent
rating upgrade for Indonesia), and we believe stronger
fundamentals and the attractive yield of 6.0% on offer are
likely to help the asset class outperform global bonds.
Figure 21: EM USD government bonds offer attractive yield and
reasonable valuations for an asset class with moderate volatility
EM USD government bonds yield and 30-day return volatility
7.0

DM HY
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Yield pickup offered by EM local currency bonds over global bonds
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Figure 20: Attractive yield pick-up over global bonds and our outlook
for stronger EM currencies support EM local currency bonds
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EM countries remain supported by firm economic growth,
higher commodity prices and broadly stable monetary policy.
The bonds continue to offer attractive yield pickup over
global bonds. Although near-term USD strength is a risk, our
bullish stance on EM currencies means currency gains could
potentially add to the attractive yield of 6.3% on offer.

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group

Asian USD bonds remain a core holding, supported by our
overall preference for EM bonds. We view them as a core
holding and like their relatively higher credit quality compared
with other regions within EM.
However, we acknowledge that Asian USD bonds have seen
their demand-supply balance worsen moderately. Supply
remains high and the increasing concessions offered for new
bond issuance indicates that companies from China remain
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profligate issuers, resulting in a rise in the share of China
bonds in Asia USD bonds from below 10% at the start of the
decade to over 50% at present.

driven by a sharp reduction in yield premiums, helped by
improved risk sentiment and higher oil prices, which
supported energy sector bonds.

On a positive note, credit quality, as measured by the ratio of
rating upgrades to downgrades, seems to be stabilising. In
our opinion, strong regional demand and the yield of over
4.7% on offer are likely to provide support for the asset class
over the next few months.

Given the recent rally, yield premiums are now approaching
multi-year lows. This, combined with the overall increase in
market volatility, leads us to believe there are strong
headwinds for yield premiums to reduce further. Therefore,
we retain DM HY bonds as a core holding as we expect
coupon-like returns going forward.

Figure 22: Persistently high supply from China issuers has
pressured technicals and led to higher geographical concentration
Weight of bonds from China issuers in Asian USD bond index

60

Figure 23: Recent rally has led to yield premiums tightening close to
multi-year lows
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Developed Market Investment Grade
corporate bonds – Core holding
DM IG corporate bonds remain a core holding for us. While
we expect them to outperform DM IG government bonds, we
believe they are likely to underperform EM bonds.
Yield premiums have increased meaningfully from the lows
seen in January, which has coincided with weaker demand.
Higher short-term funding costs and hedging costs have
dented demand from foreign investors who account for
nearly 40% US corporate bond holdings. Though the trend is
unlikely to reverse in the near term, we take comfort from
lower supply, an increase in coupons and the stabilisation in
credit quality, which should keep the asset class supported.

Developed Market High Yield corporate bonds
– Core holding
DM HY corporate bonds outperformed other bond sub-asset
classes over the past month. The strong performance was
This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group

Developed Market Investment Grade
government bonds – Less preferred
DM IG government bonds remain our least favoured area
within bonds. We expect government bond yields in the US
and Europe to rise modestly over the next 12 months, which
is likely to make it challenging for the bonds to deliver
positive returns in local currency terms.
In the US, we expect 10-year US Treasury yields to
consolidate around current levels as the lack of an increase
in inflation expectations and excessive speculative
positioning are likely to cap yields in the near term.
Nevertheless, we continue to expect short-term yields to rise
faster than long-term yields (flatter yield curve).
Balancing the potential rise in yields and interest rate
sensitivity leads us to favour a maturity profile of around five
years in USD-denominated bonds.
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Equities

Upgrading US equities to preferred
IMPLICATIONS
FOR INVESTORS

01

Global equities remains our preferred asset class. We have upgraded US equities,
which joins Asia ex-Japan as a preferred region.

•

Asia ex-Japan is our most preferred region, implying we expect it to outperform
global equities in the next 12 months. Rising margins driven by strong demand and
limited price pressures are leading to a higher return on equity (ROE). Valuations
have fallen back to the long-term average following an increase in 2017, while
earnings growth remains on track.

•

US equities are upgraded to preferred. The upgrade is driven by a solid outlook for
earnings growth, a forecast of re-acceleration in share buybacks and an improved
outlook for the energy sector following the recent rise in crude oil prices.

•

Euro area equities are a core holding, implying we expect the region to perform in
line with global equities in the next 12 months. Prior EUR strength is a headwind for
earnings, despite the improvement in domestic demand. Resilient global demand
could bolster capex in the coming year, but balancing this is the effect of faster-thanexpected monetary tightening on sentiment.

•

Emerging Market (EM) ex-Asia is a core holding. The recovery in energy and
material prices, driven by a combination of coordinated oil supply restraint by OPEC
and Russia and synchronised global growth for material prices, is a clear positive.
Balancing this is the uncertainty over the upcoming elections in Mexico and Brazil,
which could lead to policy shifts. Russia is our preferred market in EM ex-Asia.

•

We have reduced Korea to a core holding within Asia ex-Japan. This is driven by
concerns the semiconductor sector is witnessing a convergence of rising supply and
weakening demand growth.

•

Risks to our equity view include: USD strength, margin weakness and the risk of a
trade war.

Global equities our
preferred asset
class

02

Asia ex-Japan and
the US are
preferred markets

03

Prefer China within
Asia ex-Japan

Figure 24: Where markets are today
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Figure 25: Asia ex-Japan and the US are preferred, the UK is least preferred
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This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group
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Asia ex-Japan equities – Preferred

US equities – Preferred

Asia ex-Japan equities are a preferred holding, which means
we expect them to outperform global equities over the next
12 months in USD terms. Our preferred view is supported by
attractive valuations, a steady recovery in margins and ROE
and modest USD weakness.

We have upgraded US equities to preferred (from core)
holding, which means we expect them to outperform global
equities over the next 12 months in USD terms. Our
preferred view is underpinned by sustained momentum in
EPS growth, expectations of resurgence in share buybacks,
as well as our 12m bearish USD view.

The recovery in margins and ROE are driven by rising
demand, higher selling prices and subdued wage costs. In
addition, rising interest rates could see margin expansion for
banks and the recovery in oil prices is positive for energy.
Consensus 12m forward earnings growth forecast for Asia
ex-Japan has held broadly steady at 11%, but valuations
have become more attractive with 12m forward price to
earnings ratio (P/E) of 12x after the recent correction.
US-China trade tensions are near-term headwinds and have
contributed to recent market volatility. History suggests a
57% probability of positive returns for Asia ex-Japan markets
from current valuations in the coming 12 months, and our
three-factor model signals the potential for 14% returns.
China is a preferred market within Asia ex-Japan. Its growing
affluence and rising middle class are a driver for domestic
consumption, supported by prudent fiscal policies and a
stable political environment.

We see an upside to consensus 2018 EPS growth forecast
of 17%, aided by benefits from US tax reforms, healthy
consumer demand, and higher business investments.
In addition, share buybacks could gain traction in 2018, as
repatriation of profits from overseas accelerates. In 2017,
share buybacks fell but this trend should reverse in 2018.
Valuations have also turned more attractive, given the recent
market retracement. 12m consensus forward P/E is at 16x,
down from its recent peak of 18.5x. We see near-term
opportunities to accumulate in this region.
Risks to our positive view include a decline in the IT index
and slower earnings growth. From current valuations, history
suggests an 86% probability of positive returns for US
equities in the coming 12 months. Our three-factor model
signals the potential for 13% returns over the same period.
Figure 27: Share buybacks and dividends supportive of US equities

Figure 26: Asia ex-Japan margins and ROE have been rising
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This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered
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EM ex-Asia equities – Core holding

Euro area equities – Core holding

EM ex-Asia equities remain a core holding, which means we
expect them to perform in line with global equities over the
next 12 months in USD terms. Upward earnings revisions
and a modestly weaker USD are positive factors.

Euro area equities are a core holding, which means we
expect them to perform broadly in line with global equities
over the next 12 months in USD terms. A strong EUR could
offset benefits from rising business investments and nearterm stabilisation of macro data points. The EU’s exemption
from US import tariffs so far could also provide some relief
for the export-oriented market.

Energy and materials together account for 24% of MSCI EM
ex-Asia. The Q1 increase in oil and industrial metal prices
have contributed to better-than-expected corporate earnings.
Consensus 12m forward earnings growth forecast has risen
to 19%, with net margin at 10% and ROE of 13%. The
upward earnings revision has reduced EM ex-Asia 12m
forward P/E to 11.8x.
The increased likelihood of renegotiation of the North
America Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is positive and has
improved market sentiment for Mexico. Recent US sanctions
against Russia are an earnings risk for the market if the
situation prolongs. Moreover, the upcoming general elections
in Mexico in July and Brazil in October raise uncertainty over
the future fiscal policy stance of these two countries as there
are no clear winning candidates at this stage.
History suggests a 57% probability of positive returns from
current valuations for EM ex-Asia equity markets in the
coming 12 months, and our three-factor model signals the
potential for 16% returns over the same period.
Figure 28: MSCI EM ex-Asia performance is correlated to commodity
price movement
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Valuations have turned cheaper following the recent market
retracement. The market is currently trading at 12m forward
P/E of 14x, down from its recent peak of 14.8x.
Quicker-than-expected monetary tightening, extension of
tariffs to Euro area exporters and poor earnings outlook are
key risks to our view. From current valuations, history
suggests an 70% probability of positive returns for Euro area
equities in the coming 12 months, and our three-factor model
signals the potential for 10% returns over the same period.
Figure 29: Stagnating Euro area earnings momentum
Consensus 2017–2019 corporate earnings growth estimates, % y/y
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In addition, we hold the view that the resilience in global
demand could bolster investment spending. We expect
markets to begin rewarding Euro area companies for growing
capex, after a decade of weak investment growth.
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Prior EUR strength prompted a rebasing of forward earnings
expectations, particularly for Euro area exporters, with 12m
EPS growth expectations moderating 9%. Going forward,
given our base case of a stronger EUR in the next 12
months, the adverse effect on Euro area exporters could
offset positives from stabilising economic surprise indicators
and fiscal stimulus.
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This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group
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Japan equities – Core holding

UK equities – Less preferred

Japan equities remain a core holding, which means we
expect them to perform broadly in line with global equities
over the next 12 months in USD terms. An expected
acceleration in share buybacks and attractive valuations are
supportive of the market. But this could be partially offset by
peaking profit margins and the moderation in global macro
data, which could hurt Japan exporters.

UK equities remain our least preferred region, which means
we expect them to underperform global equities over the next
12 months in USD terms. Our cautious view reflects concerns
surrounding EPS growth outlook, unattractive valuations and
limited upside for commodity prices.

Share buybacks could accelerate going forward,
underpinned by strong free cash generation from Japan
corporates. We expect share buybacks and dividend payouts
to accelerate after the moderation in 2017, recovering from
JPY 1.7trn and JPY 5.1trn, respectively.
Valuations remain compelling at 12m forward P/E of 12.9x,
which is below the long-term historical average of 16.8x.
Earnings outlook remains lacklustre with 12m forward
earnings growth at 8%, down from 9.7% in January 2018, as
the adverse impact from prior JPY strength and easing
economic momentum takes hold. However, we anticipate
earnings downgrades from JPY appreciation to ease, given
our base case of a range-bound JPY in the next 12 months.
But risks of peaking profit margins could limit any meaningful
upside for Japan corporate earnings.
Using current valuations, history suggests a 62% probability
of positive returns for Japan equities in the coming 12
months, and our three-factor model signals the potential for
10% returns over the same period.
Figure 30: Moderating economic momentum and higher wages
could lead to peaking margins in Japan

Given our range-bound view on the GBP and commodities,
(which are historically key drivers for UK equities), we see
limited room for outperformance in UK equities. Valuations are
also not compelling, trading at consensus 12m forward P/E of
14x, which is above its long-term (LT) historical average of
12.9x and represents an 8.9% discount to global equities
(versus its LT average of 10.5% discount).
Key risks to our least preferred stance on UK equities are (1)
sustained funds inflows into the UK amid abating Brexit
concerns, (2) escalating trade friction between US-China could
see UK better-off given its low correlation with other regions
and the exemption from US import tariffs so far, and (3) a
continued sell-off in global IT may spur outperformance, as
MSCI UK has a 1% weight to this sector versus global
equities’ 18%. From current valuations, history suggests
there is a 60% probability of positive returns for UK equities
in the coming 12 months, and our three-factor model signals
the potential for 11% returns over the same period.
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Figure 31: Key risk to our cautious view is if global trade friction
escalates, UK could outperform given low correlation with other
regions
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Economic growth remains tepid, with consumer sentiment
remaining lukewarm. This could curtail forward earnings
growth expectations. Consensus expectations for UK EPS
growth is currently at 8%, which may see further downward
revisions and remain moderate than MSCI AC World’s 12.8%.
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Commodities

Geopolitics dominate
IMPLICATIONS
FOR INVESTORS

01

02

Oil prices unlikely
to rise significantly
from current levels

•

We remain broadly constructive on commodities amid robust global growth, a
weaker USD outlook and rising inflation risks, although risks are skewed towards
the downside.

•

A temporary move in Brent oil prices above USD 75/bbl remains possible, but a lot
of price-supportive news already appears to be in the price

•

Gold is expected to trade range-bound from here, supported by rising geopolitical
tensions and a weaker USD but capped by rising real US interest rates.

Figure 33: Commodities: key driving factors and outlook
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What a month!
Commodities have recouped some of their YTD gains, buoyed by rising geopolitical risks
and stronger fundamentals, albeit with higher volatility. Crude oil and industrial metals
registered gains of 7.5% and 6.0%, respectively, while gold was down 2.7%.

Figure 32: Where markets are today
Commodity
Gold (USD/oz)

Current 1-month
level return
1,317

-2.7%

Crude Oil (USD/bbl)

75

7.5%

Base Metals (Index)

136
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Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered
As of 26 April 2018

We believe there is a high probability of oil prices trading within USD 55-75/bbl. Although
prices could trade above this range briefly, our view is that this is unlikely to sustain as
the upside will be capped by resurgent US shale oil production growth.
Gold prices could remain supported by elevated concerns over US-China trade rhetoric
and broader geopolitical tensions. However, any upside would be limited given the Fed
remains on track to increase interest rates.
Industrial metals have given up their gains after the US showed some intent to ease
proposed sanctions on Russia. However, we believe the broader narrative surrounding
China (ie, slowing fixed asset investments) has not changed.

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group
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Oil prices have benefitted from a combination of factors such
as stronger-than-expected demand, rising geopolitical risks
and weather. Although we believe chances of a move above
USD 75/bbl have risen a little, we believe that oil prices
should not rise significantly from here given the relatively
stretched investor positioning. (See chart).
We expect oil prices to trade within USD 55-75/bbl, but with
prices currently at the top end of our range, there is a risk of
a move lower looking further out. Investors have also largely
focused on the impact on supply, if (1) US President Donald
Trump does not waive trade sanctions against Iran and (2)
the US enacts sanctions against Venezuela.
US shale production has continued to grow, even as US
shale producers face capacity constraints, as seen in the rise
in US oil rig counts. However, this should be offset by
continued OPEC discipline as OPEC spare capacity has
become more limited. Lastly, one-off factors such as weather
should fade in the coming months.

Gold – still resilient
Gold was previously testing one-year highs, but its
momentum has stalled given recent USD strength. In our
view, gold should trade largely range-bound and will continue
to be caught between geopolitical and economic headlines.
Although its relationship with real yields (net of inflation) has
broken down since the start of the year, this relationship
should reassert itself as the Fed continues to normalise
policy. While this would be a headwind for gold prices, we
believe prices may be supported in the near term by rising
US-China trade tensions and the uncertainty over US
sanctions on Russia (See chart).

Industrial metals – China remains key
Although proposed US sanctions against a Russian
aluminium producer rattled industrial metal markets, they
have since given up some gains as the US has signalled that
it could potentially ease sanctions. We believe a modest
retracement of industrial metal prices remains likely as China
(which remains key to demand) is expected to slow as it
continues to focus on financial deleveraging.
This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group
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Figure 34: Elevated investor positioning leaves oil prices susceptible
to a correction
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Figure 35: US-China trade tensions may have supported gold prices
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*Note that interest over time represents search interest relative to the highest
point on the chart; a value of 100 is the peak popularity for the term

Figure 36: What has changed – Oil
Factor
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Figure 37: What has changed – Gold
Factor
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US yields have resumed their move
upwards given a rising growth outlook
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Source: Standard Chartered
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Alternative strategies

Equity Hedge still preferred
IMPLICATIONS
FOR INVESTORS

01

Use both
substitutes and
diversifiers

•

Our alternatives allocation has delivered -0.3% this year and +0.9% since we
published our Outlook 2018.

•

We continue to favour Equity Hedge, up 1.0% YTD, supported by an outlook of
continuing positive global growth, trade tensions notwithstanding.

•

We move Event Driven to less preferred as implications of President Trump’s
actions over business-friendly policies remain ambiguous.

Updating our traffic light framework

02

03

Equity Hedge
(most preferred)
supported by our
reflationary
scenario

Event Driven and
Global Macro
(least preferred)

Our alternatives allocation was up 0.2% month to date. A possible peaking of global
growth, trade tensions and geopolitical events has the potential to increase market
volatility. Given this backdrop, Equity Hedge, our preferred strategy, may benefit from
wider dispersion among equity sectors and lower correlations among stocks in the index.
We downgrade Event Driven to less preferred because of concerns around the appetite
for M&As due to a lack of clarity on business-friendly policies from the Trump
administration. At present, global M&A volume remains healthy. However, a further
pickup in bond yields would lead to higher funding costs, which, in turn, could dampen
US deal makers’ confidence. We maintain our least preferred view on Global Macro,
despite viewing this strategy as a diversifier as we move towards the end of the cycle.
Following recent changes, we have revised our alternatives strategies allocation weights
as follows: Equity Hedge 40% (from 45%), Relative Value 30% (from 25%), Event
Driven 17% (from 24%) and Global Macro 13% (from 6%). For more information on our
alternatives allocation, please refer to Outlook 2018.
Figure 39: Traffic light framework alternatives strategies

SUBSTITUTES

Equity
Hedge

Figure 38: Where markets are today
YTD

1m
return

View Drivers for strategies to perform

In essence, buying
undervalued stocks and selling
overvalued stocks

• Rising equity market dispersion

Looking to take advantage of
Relative
differences in pricing of related
Value
financial instruments
Event
Driven

Taking positions based on an
event such as a merger or
acquisition

Global
Macro

Looking to exploit themes,
trends and asset class
relationships (correlations) at a
global level, generally with
leverage

1.1%

0.1%

Event Driven

-3.9%

0.0%

Macro CTAs

-1.7%

-1.5%

DIVERSIFIERS

Alternatives

Description

Alternatives
Allocation

0.9%

-0.2%

Source: Standard Chartered

Equity Long/Short
Relative Value

1.0%

-0.2%

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

Legend:

• Positively trending equity markets

• Lower interest rate levels

spreads
• Positively trending equity markets

• Rising mergers and acquisitions
• Narrowing credit spreads

• Rising volatility and credit spreads

• Increasing cross asset dispersion

Neutral Not Supportive
 Supportive 

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group



 • Cost of funding, narrowing credit

• Clear market trends (up/down)

Preferred Less Preferred













Neutral
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10 FX

USD gains likely to be short lived
IMPLICATIONS

•

We expect USD weakness in the next 6-12 months as Fed rate hikes likely priced in
and as US twin deficits weigh in. In the short term, excessively short positioning a
risk of USD gains.

•

We expect further EUR gains in the coming 12 months as balance-of-payment
fundamentals are supportive, though excessive net-long positioning remains a risk
in the short term.

•

EUR strength
medium term

We believe monetary policy fundamentals still argue for a weaker JPY. However, in
the short term, a lot depends on the outlook for safe-haven demand.

•

In our view, Emerging Market (EM) currencies are likely to deliver positive returns in
2018 amid supportive growth fundamentals; we believe the CNY is likely to extend
gains, but we scale back our bullish view on the SGD and the MYR.

CNY strength
medium term

Figure 41: Foreign exchange; key driving factors and outlook (6-12m)

FOR INVESTORS

01

02

03

USD weakness
medium term

Real interest
rate
differentials

Currency

View

USD





EUR





JPY





GBP





AUD









Broad
Risk
Commodity
USD
sentiment
prices
strength Comments
Rate hiking trajectory
NA
NA
priced in
Monetary policy
NA
normalisation not yet
complete
Range-bound amid
NA

weaker USD
Brexit risks to prevent
NA
further gains
RBA policy could
hamper gains
Synchronised global
growth environment






























 
 Standard Chartered Global Investment
Source: Bloomberg,
 Committee


Legend:  Supportive 
Neutral Not Supportive Preferred Less Preferred
EM FX

Figure 40: Where markets are today
FX (against
USD)

Current
level

1m
change

Asia exJapan

111

-0.9%

AUD

0.76

-1.6%

EUR

1.21

-2.4%

GBP

1.39

-1.7%

JPY

109

-3.6%

SGD

1.33

-1.3%

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

NA



Neutral

USD remains on a cyclical weakening path
The USD has traded in a relatively tight range over the past few months. We believe this
has largely been a result of the lack of a major catalyst and historically stretched net
long speculator positioning.
Though the USD could continue to find support in the short term from positioning and
sentiment, we believe, over a 12m horizon, the USD is likely to resume its downtrend.
We do not believe the current Fed rate hiking trajectory is likely to support the USD, with
markets already pricing in 2-3 more rate hikes in 2018. Moreover, the US current
account and trade deficits continue to expand, especially relative to the Euro area, and
we believe these are negative for the USD over the medium to long term.

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group
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The GBP failed to breach its 2018 high this month, following
an earlier rally. Recent GBP gains have been driven by
positive sentiment following the EU-UK transition agreement
and improvement in the overall balance of payments, driven
by a reduced current account deficit and supportive capital
inflows. We believe long-term uncertainties regarding a
Brexit deal are likely to continue to restrict significant further
gains in the GBP. Recent weaker UK data and comments
from BoE governor Carney highlight that the rate hiking
trajectory is unlikely to be smooth. As a result, we believe the
GBP could trade in a broad range.

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group

Multi-asset

Factor

Recent moves

Real interest rate
differentials

Have widened in support of the USD, but
relationship with FX has broken down recently

Risk sentiment

Market sentiment remain fragile with the VIX
continuing to be above 15

Speculator
positioning

JPY positioning has evened out, EUR netlongs remain at historical highs, GBP netlongs above historical average

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

Figure 43: USD/JPY relationship with US 10-year yields could reemerge when risk sentiment improves
US 10y yields and USD/JPY spot (top panel), VIX index (bottom panel)
123

3.1

118

2.7

113

2.3

108

1.9

103
98
Jul-16

1.5
Nov-16

Mar-17

Jul-17

USD/JPY

Nov-17

Mar-18

US-10 year yields

Index

40

20

0
Sep -16

Dec-16

Mar-17

Jun-17

Sep -17

Dec-17

Mar-18

VIX index

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

Figure 44: Both trade-weighted GBP and GBP/USD have covered
significant ground, though further upside could be challenging
GBP trade-weighted index and GBP/USD spot
93

1.65
1.60

88

1.55
1.50

Index

GBP – risks to long-term recovery intact

FX

Figure 42: What has changed – G3 currencies

JPY – recovery in risk sentiment key
The JPY failed to make new highs this month. We believe
this is likely due to an improvement in overall market risk
sentiment and abatement in immediate trade tensions. We
believe, short term, the JPY could weaken further as most
medium-term drivers of the JPY, especially monetary policy,
are likely to remain excessively accommodative for now. The
JPY had earlier diverged from its medium-term fundamentals
based on US-Japan real interest rates (see the adjacent
chart). We believe this relationship could come back as risk
aversion and safe-haven demand fade as we move into the
second half of the year. In addition, the exceptionally large
short JPY positioning has also normalised somewhat, which
could provide a tailwind to a weaker JPY.

Alternative
Strategies

%

We believe the prospect of higher policy rates in Europe
argues for a stronger EUR medium term, though short-term
consolidation could continue until a clear catalyst emerges.
Over the past year, the significant improvement in Euro area
current account surplus, coupled with reduced capital
outflows, has been EUR positive. Going forward, we believe
the most prominent EUR supportive catalyst is likely to be
ECB communication regarding a potential interest rate hike,
which we believe is likely to take place earlier than current
market expectations of around Q2 2019. Although recent
Euro area economic data has been less inspiring, we believe
only a marked deterioration from here would force the ECB
to revisit its intent to taper quantitative easing.

Commodities

83

1.45
1.40

78

GBP/USD

EUR – balance of payments supportive

Equities

USD/JPY

Bonds

1.35
1.30

73

1.25
68
Jan-15

1.20
Feb-16
GBP trade weighted index

Mar-17

Apr-18
GBP/USD (RHS)

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered
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China is likely to continue to grow, which is likely to keep
demand for industrial metals, including iron ore, supportive.
In addition, we believe it is too early for the RBA to hike
interest rates and will likely maintain status quo in 2018.
Moreover, the AUD remains one of the most exposed G10
currencies to a global risk-off environment and USD strength.
The confluence of these factors at this time restricts us from
turning bullish on the AUD over the 12m horizon, despite our
outlook for a weaker USD.

Emerging Market currencies – longer-term
positive fundamentals to prevail
EM currencies have remained relatively resilient to trade
tensions/geopolitical concerns over the past few months.
This, we believe, is largely due to the fact that most positive
drivers remain intact. The three most significant factors
supporting our positive view are 1) the continuation of robust
growth and positive risk sentiment, 2) a weaker USD, and 3)
a modest uptick in commodity prices.
Within EM currencies, we believe there is potential for the
CNY to extend gains. Recently, some concerns have arisen
regarding the reaction by China policymakers to a more
aggressive US trade policy. We do not believe China
authorities are likely to abandon their structural policies in
response to trade rhetoric. So far, the PBoC has preferred a
slight CNY appreciation against trade partner currencies, and
any shift is more likely to be based on cyclical factors as
opposed to a reaction to US trade policy.
The SGD remained relatively insensitive to the MAS
modifying its policy towards modest tightening. This
suggests, it could have been priced in, and, hence, we scale
back our bullish SGD view. Similarly, we turn more cautious
on the MYR given a possible short-term USD rebound.

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group

Alternative
Strategies

FX

Multi-asset

0.87

0.9

0.82

0.6

0.77

0.3

0.72

0.0

0.67
Sep -14

%

AUD/USD spot and 10y AUD-USD real interest rate differentials

-0.3

Jun-15

Mar-16

AUD/USD

Dec-16

Sep -17

10y AU/US real interest rate differential (RHS)

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

Figure 46: What has changed in Emerging Market currencies
Factor

Recent moves

USD

USD has remained largely range-bound

China risks

China economic surprises remain positive but
have eased recently

Risk
sentiment

EM FX volatility has remained generally
contained

Source: Standard Chartered

Figure 47: USD/CNY has closely followed the USD index since the
establishment of the current FX policy regime
USD/CNY spot and USD index
105

7.0

6.9
100

6.8
6.7

95

6.6
6.5

90

USD/CNY

The AUD fell below a key medium-term trendline support this
month; this suggests potential for further short-term
downside as sentiment deteriorates. Nevertheless, we
believe significant AUD downside is likely to be limited as
major anchors, such as our view of a stable China, remains
supportive.

Commodities

Figure 45: Possibility of modest AUD downside based on real
interest rate differentials

AUD/USD

AUD – breaking lower, but downside limited

Equities

Index

Bonds

6.4
6.3

85
Mar-16
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Aug -16

Jan-17
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USD index
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Apr -18

USD/CNY (RHS)

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered
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11 Multi-asset

Prefer a balanced allocation over a
multi-asset income allocation

IMPLICATIONS
FOR INVESTORS

01

02

03

Total-return
investors can
consider a
balanced allocation
with exposure
‘baskets’

‘Baskets’ focus on
growth, inflation,
quality bonds and
alternative
strategies

Multi-asset income
investors can focus
on fixed income,
equity income and
non-core income
exposures

•

We continue to believe a growth-tilted balanced allocation will outperform a multiasset income allocation this year.

•

However, for investors focused on income, a multi-asset income allocation can
continue to help an investor’s regular income goal.

•

For a balanced allocation, we diversify across a growth basket (55%), an inflation
basket (12%), quality bonds (28%) and alternative strategies (5%).

In Outlook 2018, we shared two distinct asset allocations focusing on goals for i) totalreturn focused investors and ii) income focused investors (Figure 49).
This year has experienced increased volatility, driven by US-China trade tensions,
monetary tightening, inflationary concerns, geopolitical risks and potential implications of
a flattening US yield curve. Despite these headwinds, both our balanced allocation and
multi-asset income allocation are essentially flat YTD, 0.0% and -0.1% respectively.
Figure 49: Breakdown of multi-asset income allocation and balanced allocation

Non-core
Covered Calls – 5%
Convertibles – 4%
Real Estate – 2%
Preferred Equity – 3% 17%
CoCo – 3%
Fixed Income
EM HY Govt – 4%
EM IG Govt – 4%
EM LC Govt – 8%
Asia IG Corp – 8%
58%
US HY – 10%
Floating rate
Multi-asset
senior loans – 9%
INCOME
TIPS – 3%
DM Govt 5-7yrs – 3%
DM Govt +20yrs – 2%
Equity Income
Europe High Divi – 10%
Asia High Divi – 10%

Total return
balanced
Multi-asset income

YTD

1m
return

0.0%

-0.1%

-0.1%

-0.2%

Alternatives
Diversified Alternatives – 5%

28%
Growth-tilted
BALANCED

12%

20%

55%

Figure 48: Key multi-asset views
Allocation
performance

5%

Quality Bonds
DM IG Govt – 20%
DM IG Corp – 8%

Inflation Basket
Floating rate
senior loans – 5%
TIPS 5%
Gold 5%

Growth Basket
US – 20%
Euro ex UK – 15%
Asia ex-Japan – 15%
DM HY Corp – 5%

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered.

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group
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Given a global reflationary scenario (i.e., a controlled
recovery in growth and inflation) still carries a 40%
probability in our opinion, we continue to favour a growthtilted balanced allocation over a multi-asset income
allocation.
Looking at our balanced allocation, a key contributor this
year has been floating rate senior loans within our ‘inflation
basket’, which are up +1.9% YTD. We expect US inflation to
rise moderately. With this backdrop, we maintain our
‘inflation basket’ with the view that global inflation will rise in
due course.
For our multi-asset income allocation, alongside floating rate
senior loans, other strong contributors have been
convertibles, European high dividend equities and EM LC
government bonds.
One potential headwind for income assets could be rising
global interest rates, with the US having already embarked
on a hiking cycle. Although US 10-year Treasury yields may
move modestly higher as inflation expectations normalise,
we believe that a sustained move above 3.25% is unlikely.

Equities

Commodities

For investors focused on income, our multi-asset income
allocation provides a diversified allocation across fixed
income, equity and non-core income, to help an investor
meet a regular income goal.

FX

ALTERNATIVE

Diversified Alternatives

-0.2%

Quality Bonds

DM IG Corp

-2.1%

DM IG Govt

0.4%

INFLATION BASKET

Gold
TIPS
Floating rate senior loans

0.4%
0.1%
1.9%

GROWTH BASKET

US

0.3%

Euro-ex UK

0.4%
-0.9%

Asia ex-Japan
DM HY Corp

-0.5%

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

Figure 51: YTD performance of multi-asset income component asset
classes
NON-CORE

Contingent Convertibles

0.2%

Preferred Equity

-1.8%
-3.3%

Convertibles

2.4%

Covered Calls

0.0%

FIXED INCOME

DM Govt +20yrs

-1.7%

DM Govt 5-7yrs

-0.4%

DM IG Corp

-2.1%

TIPS

0.1%

Floating rate senior loans

1.9%

US HY

-0.3%

Asia IG Corp

-2.3%

EM LC Govt

For more information on our balanced and multi-asset
income allocations, please refer to Outlook 2018 publication.

Multi-asset

Figure 50: YTD performance of growth-tilted balanced component
asset classes

Real Estate

We continue to believe that for total-return investors, our
growth-tilted balanced allocation, with baskets across
growth, inflation, quality bonds and alternatives, is an
effective way to diversify one’s allocation.

Alternative
Strategies

EM IG Govt
EM HY Govt

1.2%
-3.8%
-2.4%

EQUITY INCOME

Asia High Divi
Europe High Divi

-0.1%
2.5%

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group
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Figure 52: Multi-asset view
Income potential, capital growth and risk of pullback

Income Capital Risk of
Yield potential growth pullback Comments
Portfolio anchor; source of yield; some pockets of value, but not
Fixed Income
4.8
without risks
Attractive alternative to traditional HY exposure; senior in capital
Leveraged Loans
5.3
structure to simple HY bonds; small yield penalty in return; returns

positively correlated to short-term US interest rates; callable loans a risk
Valuations remain expensive; attractive yields; default rates remain
Corporate - US HY
6.3

contained
Diverse risk/reward in IG, HY bonds; high sensitivity to a rise in US
EM USD Sovereign Debt 6.0
interest rates a risk; commodity exposure may be a support; valuations


fair and attractive yield with an IG/HY mix
Carry play; policy rates mostly flat; foreign demand a recent risk.
EM LCY Sovereign Debt 6.3


 Expectation of stronger EM FX is supportive
Portfolio anchor, structural carry; some interesting ideas, but interest
Investment Grade*
3.1

rate sensitivity a risk
Yield premiums have widened, but valuations are fair; long-term US
Corporate - DM IG*
2.8

corporate bonds look appealing if Fed hiking cycle muted
Cautiously positive. Lower volatility given large regional demand. Fairly
Corporate - Asia IG
4.3
 valued, stable credit quality; key risks include concentration risk from
China issuer supply and lower regional demand
Offers value as an alternative to nominal sovereign bonds; impact of a
TIPS
2.7

 rate rise similar to G3 sovereigns, but offers exposure to a further rise in
US inflation and Fed policy rates
Limited value with rising inflation risk. Risks include rate hikes, higher
Sovereign*
1.7

 inflation and end of quantitative easing
Asset classes

































































Equity

4.9

Global Equity

2.6

US

3.1






Europe

5.7







Asia

3.9

Non-core

6.3

Preferred

5.6













Convertibles

3.1







Property

4.1

Covered Calls

11.1

Cocos

4.9




N/A
N/A













Gold

--

Alternatives

--

Modest upside from capital growth and source of dividend income
Earnings backdrop remains supportive; valuations slightly elevated
Elevated valuations; upside from share buybacks; Fed rate hikes
positive for banks
Fair valuations; attractive yields; overhang from political risk mitigated by
improving global growth outlook
Selectively attractive valuations; but pullback a risk due to China/US
trade tensions, higher Fed Funds rate and China leverage
Useful diversifier for income and growth
Attractive yields and exposure to financials; risk from higher rates may
not be completely offset by improvement in banks’ underlying credit
Moderate economic expansion and gradual pace of rate hikes should be
good for converts. Policy mistake a risk
Yield diversifier; stable real estate market; risk from higher rates,
valuations stretched in some regions. Potential for large pullbacks
Useful income enhancer assuming limited equity upside
Moderate yields; relatively low sensitivity to rising yields and improving
bank credit quality over the past few years
Traditionally low correlation with other assets, potential inflation hedge
One of our key preferences among equities, fixed income and cash; can
provide diversification benefits

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered Global Investment Committee; Yield data as of 26 April 2018;*Yield data as of 31 March 2018
For indices used, refer to the end note at the conclusion of this section
Please note: The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has introduced Permanent Marketing Restrictions on the sale of CoCos to residents of the EEA
Moderate potential/medium risk
Legend:
 Attractive potential/low risk

 Unattractive potential/high risk

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group
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12 Global asset allocation summary
Global-focused Tactical Asset Allocation - May 2018 (12m). All figures are in percentages.

Commodities
7

Alternative
Strategies
7

Alternative
Strategies
12

Cash
10
Commodities
6

Conservative
Equity
35

Equity
50
Alternative
Strategies
4

Fixed
Income
9

Moderately
Aggressive

Fixed
Income
5

Aggressive

Equity
91

Equity
76

 Fixed Income – N

Moderately
aggressive

Aggressive

USD Cash

UW

10

2

0

0

DM Government Bonds

UW

18

14

5

2

DM IG Corporate Bonds

N

15

10

4

3

DM HY Corporate Bonds

N

4

2

0

0

EM USD Sovereign Bonds

OW

4

4

0

0

EM Local Ccy Sovereign Bonds

OW

0

0

0

0

N

0

0

0

0

North America

OW

20

30

46

55

Europe ex-UK

N

5

7

11

12

UW

0

0

0

0

Asia Corporate USD Bonds

Developed Market Equity

UK
Japan
Emerging Market Equity

 Alternative Strategies – N

Moderate

Cash & Cash Equivalents

Emerging Market Bonds

 Commodities – N

Conservative

Region

Developed Market Bonds

 Equity – OW

View vs. SAA

Asset class

Commodities

Fixed
Income
30

Moderate
Fixed
Income
41

Alternative
Strategies
10
Commodities
5

 Cash – UW

Cash
2

N

3

3

5

6

Asia ex-Japan

OW

7

10

12

15

Non-Asia EM

N

0

0

2

3

Commodities

N

7

6

5

0

N

7

12

10

4

Alternative Strategies
Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

For illustrative purposes only. Please refer to the disclosure appendix at the end of the document.

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group
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13 Asia asset allocation summary
Asia-focused Tactical Asset Allocation - May 2018 (12m). All figures are in percentages.

Commodities
6

Equity
26

Alternative
Strategies
6

Alternative
Strategies
10

Cash
8
Commodities
5

Conservative
Fixed
Income
54

Alternative
Strategies
9
Commodities
5

Equity
43
Alternative Fixed
Strategies Income
3
Commodities 4
4

Fixed
Income
17

Moderately
Aggressive

Aggressive

Equity
89

Equity
69

 Cash – UW

 Fixed Income – N

Moderately
aggressive

Aggressive

USD Cash

UW

8

0

0

0

DM Government Bonds

UW

8

7

3

0

DM IG Corporate Bonds

N

8

6

3

0

DM HY Corporate Bonds

N

3

3

0

0

EM USD Sovereign Bonds

OW

13

10

4

0

EM Local Ccy Sovereign Bonds

OW

13

10

4

0

N

9

6

3

3

North America

OW

9

14

22

29

Europe ex-UK

N

2

7

11

14

UW

0

0

0

0

Asia Corporate USD Bonds

Developed Market Equity

UK
Japan
Emerging Market Equity

 Alternative Strategies – N

Moderate

Cash & Cash Equivalents

Emerging Market Bonds

 Commodities – N

Conservative

Region

Developed Market Bonds

 Equity – OW

View vs. SAA

Asset class

Commodities

Fixed
Income
42

Moderate

N

2

0

3

3

Asia ex-Japan

OW

11

19

27

36

Non-Asia EM

N

2

3

6

7

Commodities

N

6

5

5

4

N

6

10

9

4

Alternative Strategies
Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

For illustrative purposes only. Please refer to the disclosure appendix at the end of the document.

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group
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14 Market performance summary*
Bonds
Year to date
SOVEREIGN
Global IG Sovereign
US Sovereign
EU Sovereign
EM Sovereign Hard Currency
EM Sovereign Local Currency
Asia EM Local Currency
CREDIT
Global IG Corporates
Global HY Corporates
US High Yield
Europe High Yield
Asia High Yield Corporates

Equity
Global Equities
Global High Dividend Yield Equities
Developed Markets (DM)
Emerging Markets (EM)
BY COUNTRY
US
Western Europe (Local)
Western Europe (USD)
Japan (Local)
Japan (USD)
Australia
Asia ex- Japan
Africa
Eastern Europe
Latam
Middle East
China
India
South Korea
Taiwan
BY SECTOR
Consumer Discretionary
Consumer Staples
Energy
Financial
Healthcare
Industrial
IT
Materials
Telecom
Utilities
Global Property Equity/REITS

1 month

0.4%
-2.3%
0.7%
-3.0%
1.2%
-1.1%








-2.2%
-0.6%
-3.1%
-0.5%
-2.8%
-1.2%








-2.1%
-0.5%
-0.3%
1.3%
-2.1%







-1.2%
-0.1%
0.7%
-2.0%
-0.5%







Commodity
Year to date
1 month
0.0%  0.8% 
-1.6%  1.0% 
0.1%  1.4% 
-0.8%  -3.0% 
0.3%
-0.4%
0.5%
-1.6%
1.3%
-4.9%
-0.9%
-5.5%
-1.3%
6.6%
13.3%
-0.8%
-4.2%
-0.5%
-1.2%

















2.9%
-6.9%
4.6%
-0.5%
0.2%
-1.6%
2.9%
-1.5%
-4.0%
0.4%
-3.3%

 1.0% 
 0.0% 
 8.5% 
 0.2% 
 1.8% 
 0.5% 
 -2.1% 
 2.3% 
 2.6% 
 3.7% 
 1.8% 

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group

0.4%
6.5%
3.5%
6.7%
2.5%
0.3%
-2.3%
-6.3%
-5.1%
-1.4%
4.3%
-4.9%
2.2%
1.2%
-6.0%

















Diversified Commodity
Agriculture
Energy
Industrial Metal
Precious Metal
Crude Oil
Gold

Year to date
1 month
1.9%  2.6% 
2.2%  0.9% 
6.4%  5.4% 
-1.7%  6.0% 
-1.1%  -2.7% 
13.6%  7.5% 
1.1%  -2.7% 

FX (against USD)
Asia ex- Japan
AUD
EUR
GBP
JPY
SGD

Year to date
0.8% 
-3.3% 
0.8% 
3.0% 
3.1% 
0.6% 

1 month
-0.9% 
-2.5% 
-2.7% 
-2.2% 
-3.6% 
-1.4% 

Year to date
-0.7% 
1.1% 
-3.9% 
1.0% 
-1.7% 

1 month
-0.3% 
0.0% 
0.1% 
-0.2% 
-1.5% 

Alternatives
Composite (All strategies)
Relative Value
Event Driven
Equity Long/Short
Macro CTAs

Source: MSCI, JPMorgan, Barclays, Citigroup, Dow Jones, HFRX, FTSE,
Bloomberg, Standard Chartered
*All performance shown in USD terms, unless otherwise stated
*YTD performance data from 31 December 2017 to 26 April 2018 and
1-month performance from 26 March 2018 to 26 April 2018
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15 Events calendar
08

BoJ Governor Kuroda starts
his second term

26

ECB policy decision

27

BoJ policy decision

27

North Korean leader Kim
Jong Un to meet South
Korean President Moon
Jae-in

APRIL

MAY
14

FOMC policy decision

14

ECB policy decision

15

BoJ policy decision

8-9

G7 Summit in Canada

22

OPEC meeting

02

FOMC policy decision

JULY

AUGUST

Brazil elections – 1st round

25

ECB policy decision

28

Brazil elections – 2nd round

31

BoJ policy decision

ECB policy decision

20

FOMC policy decision

20

BoJ policy decision

DECEMBER

JANUARY
16

Nigeria general election due

X

Thailand to hold general
elections

09

Malaysia General Election

12

President Trump to decide on
Iran nuclear pact

01

Mexico Presidential and
Parliamentary elections

26

ECB policy decision

31

BoJ policy decision

X

Japan LDP President
election where Prime Minister
Abe faces challengers

13

ECB policy decision

19

BoJ policy decision

27

FOMC policy decision

06

US House (all 435 seats)
and Senate (33 out of 100
seats) elections

09

FOMC policy decision

12-18

APEC Summit

31

Fed policy meeting

29

UK to leave the EU

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER
13

FOMC policy decision
President Trump and North
Korean Leader Kim to meet
(tentative)

JUNE

SEPTEMBER
7

03
X

FEBRUARY

MARCH

Legend: X – Date not confirmed | ECB – European Central Bank | FOMC – Federal Open Market Committee (US) | BoJ – Bank of Japan
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Monthly

Weekly Market View
Update on recent developments in
global financial markets and their
implications for our investment views.

Global Market Outlook
Our monthly publication captures the
key investment themes and asset
allocation views of the Global
Investment Committee.

Investment Brief
Highlights our key investment themes for
the year, the asset classes we expect to
outperform and the likely scenarios as we
move through the year.

Ad hoc

Weekly

Annual Outlook
Highlights our key investment
themes for the year, the asset
classes we expect to outperform
and the likely scenarios as we
move through the year.

Ad hoc

Annual

16 Wealth management advisory publications

Market Watch
Analyses key market developments
and their likely impacts on our
investment views.

This reflects the views of the Wealth Management Group
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The team

Our experience and expertise help you navigate markets and provide actionable insights to reach your investment goals.

Alexis Calla

Daniel Lam, CFA

Francis Lim

Chief Investment Officer

Senior Investment Strategist
Asset Allocation and Portfolio Solutions

Quantitative Investment Strategist

Steve Brice
Chief Investment Strategist

Belle Chan

Jill Yip, CFA
Senior Investment Strategist

Senior Investment Strategist

Clive McDonnell
Head
Equity Investment Strategy

Rajat Bhattacharya

Manpreet Gill

Ajay Saratchandran

Head
FICC Investment Strategy

Discretionary Portfolio Manager

Abhilash Narayan
Investment Strategist

Senior Investment Strategist

Samuel Seah, CFA

Cedric Lam
Investment Strategist

Trang Nguyen

Arun Kelshiker, CFA

Discretionary Portfolio Manager

Analyst
Asset Allocation and Portfolio Solutions

Senior Investment Strategist
Asset Allocation and Portfolio Solutions

Audrey Goh, CFA

DJ Cheong
Investment Strategist

Christian Abuide

Senior Investment Strategist
Asset Allocation and Portfolio Solutions

Head
Discretionary Portfolio Management

Tariq Ali, CFA
Investment Strategist
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17 Disclosure appendix

THIS IS NOT A RESEARCH REPORT AND HAS NOT BEEN PRODUCED BY A RESEARCH UNIT.
This document is not research material and it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to
promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination
of investment research. This document does not necessarily represent the views of every function within Standard Chartered
Bank, particularly those of the Global Research function.
Standard Chartered Bank is incorporated in England with limited liability by Royal Charter 1853 Reference Number ZC18. The
Principal Office of the Company is situated in England at 1 Basinghall Avenue, London, EC2V 5DD. Standard Chartered Bank
is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential
Regulation Authority.
Banking activities may be carried out internationally by different Standard Chartered Bank branches, subsidiaries and affiliates
(collectively “SCB”) according to local regulatory requirements. With respect to any jurisdiction in which there is a SCB entity,
this document is distributed in such jurisdiction by, and is attributable to, such local SCB entity. Recipients in any jurisdiction
should contact the local SCB entity in relation to any matters arising from, or in connection with, this document. Not all
products and services are provided by all SCB entities.
This document is being distributed for general information only and it does not constitute an offer, recommendation or
solicitation to enter into any transaction or adopt any hedging, trading or investment strategy, in relation to any securities or
other financial instruments. This document is for general evaluation only, it does not take into account the specific investment
objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular person or class of persons and it has not been prepared for
any particular person or class of persons.
Investment involves risks. The prices of investment products fluctuate, sometimes dramatically. The price of investment
products may move up or down, and may become valueless. It is as likely that losses will be incurred rather than profit made
as a result of buying and selling investment products. You should not rely on any contents of this document in making any
investment decisions. Before making any investment, you should carefully read the relevant offering documents and seek
independent legal, tax and regulatory advice. In particular, we recommend you to seek advice regarding the suitability of the
investment product, taking into account your specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs, before you
make a commitment to purchase the investment product.
Opinions, projections and estimates are solely those of SCB at the date of this document and subject to change without notice.
Past performance is not indicative of future results and no representation or warranty is made regarding future performance.
Any forecast contained herein as to likely future movements in rates or prices or likely future events or occurrences constitutes
an opinion only and is not indicative of actual future movements in rates or prices or actual future events or occurrences (as
the case may be). This document has not been and will not be registered as a prospectus in any jurisdiction and it is not
authorised by any regulatory authority under any regulations.
SCB makes no representation or warranty of any kind, express, implied or statutory regarding, but not limited to, the accuracy
of this document or the completeness of any information contained or referred to in this document. This document is
distributed on the express understanding that, whilst the information in it is believed to be reliable, it has not been
independently verified by us. SCB accepts no liability and will not be liable for any loss or damage arising directly or indirectly
(including special, incidental or consequential loss or damage) from your use of this document, howsoever arising, and
including any loss, damage or expense arising from, but not limited to, any defect, error, imperfection, fault, mistake or
inaccuracy with this document, its contents or associated services, or due to any unavailability of the document or any part
thereof or any contents.
SCB, and/or a connected company, may at any time, to the extent permitted by applicable law and/or regulation, be long or
short any securities, currencies or financial instruments referred to on this document or have a material interest in any such
securities or related investment, or may be the only market maker in relation to such investments, or provide, or have provided
advice, investment banking or other services, to issuers of such investments. Accordingly, SCB, its affiliates and/or
subsidiaries may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this document. This document must not be
reproduced, forwarded or otherwise made available to any other person without the express written consent of SCB, nor
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should it be distributed into any other jurisdiction unless permitted by the local laws and regulations of that jurisdiction. Neither
SCB nor any of its directors, employees or agents accept any liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
Copyright: Standard Chartered Bank 2018. Copyright in all materials, text, articles and information contained herein is the
property of, and may only be reproduced with permission of an authorised signatory of, Standard Chartered Bank. Copyright in
materials created by third parties and the rights under copyright of such parties are hereby acknowledged. Copyright in all
other materials not belonging to third parties and copyright in these materials as a compilation vests and shall remain at all
times copyright of Standard Chartered Bank and should not be reproduced or used except for business purposes on behalf of
Standard Chartered Bank or save with the express prior written consent of an authorised signatory of Standard Chartered
Bank. All rights reserved. © Standard Chartered Bank 2018.
Standard Chartered Private Bank is the private banking division of SCB. Private banking activities may be carried out
internationally by different SCB legal entities and affiliates according to local regulatory requirements. Not all products and
services are provided by all SCB branches, subsidiaries and affiliates. Some of the SCB entities and affiliates only act as
representatives of the Standard Chartered Private Bank, and may not be able to offer products and services, or offer advice to
clients. They serve as points of contact only.
This document is being distributed in China by, and is attributable to, Standard Chartered Bank (China) Limited which is mainly
regulated by China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC), State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE), and People’s
Bank of China (PBOC).
Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) Disclaimer
Standard Chartered Bank is incorporated in England with limited liability by Royal Charter 1853 Reference Number ZC18. The
Principal Office of the Company is situated in England at 1 Basinghall Avenue, London, EC2V 5DD. Standard Chartered Bank
is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential
Regulation Authority. Banking activities may be carried out internationally by different Standard Chartered Bank branches,
subsidiaries and affiliates (collectively “SCB”) according to local regulatory requirements. Opinions may contain outright “buy”,
“sell”, “hold” or other opinions. The time horizon of this opinion is dependent on prevailing market conditions and there is no
planned frequency for updates to the opinion.
This opinion is not independent of SCB’s own trading strategies or positions. SCB and/or its affiliates or its respective officers,
directors, employee benefit programmes or employees, including persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this
document may at any time, to the extent permitted by applicable law and/or regulation, be long or short any securities or
financial instruments referred to in this document or have material interest in any such securities or related investments.
Therefore, it is possible, and you should assume, that SCB has a material interest in one or more of the financial instruments
mentioned herein. If specific companies are mentioned in this communication, please note that SCB may at times do business
or seek to do business with the companies covered in this communication; hold a position in, or have economic exposure to,
such companies; and/or invest in the financial products issued by these companies. Further, SCB may be involved in activities
such as dealing in, holding, acting as market makers or liquidity providers, or performing financial or advisory services
including but not limited to, lead manager or co-lead manager in relation to any of the products referred to in this
communication. SCB may have received compensation for these services and activities. Accordingly, SCB may have a
conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this communication.
SCB has in place policies and procedures, logical access controls and physical information walls to help ensure confidential
information, including material non-public or inside information is not disclosed unless in line with its policies and procedures
and the rules of its regulators.
Please refer to https://www.sc.com/en/banking-services/market-disclaimer.html for more detailed disclosures, including past
opinions in the last 12 months and conflict of interests, as well as disclaimers. This document must not be forwarded or
otherwise made available to any other person without the express written consent of SCB.
THIS IS NOT A RESEARCH REPORT AND HAS NOT BEEN PRODUCED BY A RESEARCH UNIT.

